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WSU blood drive suffers from decreased donations

Jennifer Dell, a WSU freshman, donated blood during the Dayton Community Blood
Center's semiannual drive held Monday in the University Center. The drive saw fewer
donors give blood, which was at least the third straight decline in donor participation.

Donor participation drops 40 percent from fall quarter
By DAWN E. LEGER
Assistant News Editor

creased.
Prior to contribution, prospective donors underwent a health
Wright State's semiannual screening. Nurses from the Dayton
blood drive failed to match last Community Blood Center checked
year's results as it pumped in only thedonors' bloodpressureandpul.se.
temperature, iron count and asked
55 pints of blood on Monday.
According to Brenda Mitchncr, various questions concerning the
wellness coordinator of the blood history of their health.
According to Bonnie Blair, a
drive, the number of donor participants decreased 40 percent from donor room technician for the Comthat of last fall. The event saw a munity Blood Center, tests prior to
turnout of 82 donors, most of whom contribution checked for possibilijust walked in and 26 of whom ties of Hepatitis B, syphilis, antibodies to HIV and viruses and/or
were deferred, said Mitchner.
Last fall, over 80 pints of blood retroviruses in the blood stream.
The donors, many of whom
were donated from about 135 donors. That was a drop of about 20 were not rookies at giving blood,
percent from the fall of 1991, felt a sentimental need to contribute what they could.
Mitchncr said last fall.
Lashon Sawyer, a freshman
Julie Powell, director of nursing at Dayton's Community Blood computer science major, said, "If I
Center, said this year's decrease needed a blood supply I'd want
someone to help me so Ifiguredwhy
could be due to illness.
"This is the time of year you run not help others who are less fortuinto things like colds and flu," Pow- nate."
Afirst-timedonor at the univerell said.
She also cited exams as a rea- sity, Sawyer added, "I can't look at
son student donors may have de- needles butother than that it'sokay."

Dave Magcc, a sophomore organizational communications major, said he feels that other than the
need for blood, donors were con- Wright State freshman Emma Croisant was one of 82
tributing due to the recent passing of donors who helped the Dayton Community Blood Center
student Damon Bell, a kidney trans- obtain 55 pints of blood, down from over 80 pints last fall.
plant recipient.
"I feel he was a good reason to
donate — in memory of him," said
Magec.
Of the university organizations
Police patrol with pedal power.
that raised the two highest percent[Page 3]
age of donors were Laurel-JacobBoston residence community
mlThe Guardian, both of which
WSU professor travels around the world.
each received a S100 award for their
[Page 8]
contribution.
Among other Wright Stale deAfrican-American greeks claim they're
partments, groups and clubs repredifferent from the rest.
sented by donors were Residence
[Page 9]
Governments; University Christian
Fellowship; International Student
Association; Personal Attendant
Women's tennis nets star recruits.
Association; Accounting Club; | [Page 121
Mountaineering Club; Spanish
Club; Math Department; Student
Chronicles • 2
Sports • 11
Employment; Human Resources;
Opinion* 4
Classifieds • 15
Beta Thata Pi; Thi Kappa Tau and
Spotlight • 7
Comics • 15
Black Women Driving Forward.
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Pedal power propels Wright State Public Safety
Pedal power has returned to
Wright State this spring.
Public Safety recently pumped
up their tires and greased their
chains, enabling the bike patrols to
cover the campus and work with
WSU students on a more personal
basis.
The patrol's three main objectives arc to broaden personal contact with the university community, increase awareness of police
presence on campus and supplement crime prevention opportunities, said Roger Collinsworth, director of Public Safety, in a fall
interview.
*
According toSteve Homan, the
associate director of Public Safety,
the patrols are especially helpful
during events like May Daze or
October Daze.
"It worked out real well,"
Homan said. "We're using them
for those kinds of events and in our
residential areas as well."
Homan also said bike patrols
can sometimes respond to calls
quicker than an officer in a cruiser.
"We've found it's sometimes
quicker for a bike patrol officer to

poo to oy ocon Vsozimifio

Public Safety officers, shown here at May Daze, have continued their bike patrols.
respond to a call," he said. "For
example, we had an alarm drop in
the library and the bike patrol of-

ficer was in the same vicinity as the got to the call before the officer
cruiser. Because they can cut and even got back to the cruiser. It's a
maybe go a shorter distance, they little easier for the bike patrol of-

ficer to get somewhere quicker than
the officer in the cruiser. It depends."
Even though bikes arc banned
onccrtainarcasof campus, Homan
said bixcsarc not banned from the
entire campus.
"They can ride their bikes, but
you have to abide by state law, just
like someone driving a motor vehicle," Homan said. "If you are
riding improperly, you can bccitcd
for that. If you arc riding your bike
up on the sidewalk, you can be
cited but most of the time I think
the officers issue warnings."
Officers arc also expected to
abide by rules, according to Homan,
who stressed the poin t to the patrol.
"We try to encourage our officers who are on the bike patrol, to
walk the bikes when they are in the
areas where bikes arc not permitted," Homan said. "Bikes are allowed on campus, but not on the
Quad."
The officers were trained last
fall by the Dayton Police
Department's Bicycle Patrol, the
largest full-time, year-round bike
patrol in the Midwest.

MEETINGS AND EVENTS
WEDNESDAY, MAY 19

• Classified Staff Advisory
Council, 3:30 p.m., large conference room in the Administrative
Wing of Allyn Hall.
• Economic Club: Health Care
America, 2-4 p.m.. University Cafeteria extension. There will be four
speakers with different views on
this issue.
• President's Awards for Excellence Ceremony, 3:30 p.m.,
Medical Sciences Building. There
will be a reception that follows the
ceremony in the University Center
Upper Hearth Lounge.
• Student Recital, 8 p.m., Creative Arts Center Concert Hall.
• UCB Concert: Kelly McCod,
noon, Rathskeller.
• Department of Art and Art
History Annual Art Auclion,6p.m.,
Creative Arts Center Student Gallery.
• Gospel Choir, 7:30 p.m., Creative Arts Center Concert Hall.
• CD-ROM Instruction, 7 p.m.,
Fordham Library.

• Communication Conference: "Lighting the Way to Your
Future," 155 University Center,
10a.m. to4:50p.m. Runs through
May 20. For more information
call 873-2145 or 873-2710.
• Vocal Jazz Ensemble, Creative Arts Center Concert Hall,
8 p.m.
• CD-ROM Instruction,
Fordham Library, 1 p.m.
• "Eyes On Fire: The Rhythm
and Spirit of African-American
Artists of Ohio," The Dayton
An Institute.exhibit runs through
June 10. For more information
call 223-5277
• A Moon For The Misbegotten: Cincinnati Playhouse in the
Park. Show runs through May
23. For more information call
421-3888.
• Campus Scholarship campaign runs through May 28.
• Oklahoma: WSU Creative
Arts Center Festival Theatre.
FRIDAY, MAY 21
Show runs through May 30. For
more information call 873-2500.
• Microbiology and Immunol• UCB Video: Singles, Rathsogy Seminar: "Genetic analysis of
keller, noon. Also shown on
stress response in Bacillus subtilis,"
Thursday at 11 a.m. and Friday
11 a.m., 270 Millett Hall. The guest
at 6 p.m.
speaker will be Dr. Uldis Streips of
the Department of Microbiology
THURSDAY, MAY 20
and Immunology at the University

of Louisville.
• Communication Student/
Alumni Banquet, 6 p.m., 1-675
Holiday Inn. Formorc information
call 873-2145 or 873-2710.
• Junior Recital, 8 p.m.. Creative Arts Center Concert Hall.
• Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology Seminar: "Biomedical
Applications of Flourinc-19
NMR," 11:30 a.m., 035 Medical
Sciences Building. The guest
speaker will be Dr. Stephen R.
Thomas of the University of Cincinnati.
• Computer Scicncc and Engineering Colloquium: "AI in Network Management: Issues and
Some Solutions," 3 p.m., 145 Russ
Center. The guest speaker will bo
Dr. Yuangcng Huang of IBM.
• CD-ROM Instruction, noon,
Fordham Library.
SATURDAY, MAY
• Cincinnati Art Museum Exhibition: With Grace and Favour:
Victorian and Edwardian Fashion
in America. The visiting hours of
the Cincinnati Art Museum arc 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday; 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Sunday; closed on Monday, except open 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Memorial Day, Independence Day
and Labor Day. For more informa-

tion call 721-5204.
SUNDAY, MAY 23
• Finale! University Chorus,
Chamber Singers, Madrigal Singers and Vocal Jazz Ensemble, 3
p.m., Creative ArtsCenterConcert
Hall. For admission information
call 873-2347.
• Department of Art and Art
History Annual Senior Show Exhibition, Dayton Art Institute/
Wright State University Museum
of Contemporary Art. Opening reception, 5:30 to 7 p.m.
• WSU Cinema: Wages ofFear,
7 p.m., 116 Health Sciences Building.
MONDAY, MAY 24

• Dayton Surgical Society
meeting: "Health Care in
Canada," 6 p.m., Neil's Heritage
House. The guest speaker will be
Dr. Lloyd D. MacLcan of McGill
University in Montreal, Canada.
For reservations call 276-2644.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 26
• CD-ROM Instruction, 11
a.m., Fordham Library.
• Surgical Grand Rounds:
"The Surgeon and Obesity," 7
a.m., St. Elizabeth Medical Center Sixth Floor Auditorium. The
guest speaker will be Dr. Lloyd
D. MacLcan of McGill University in Montreal, Canada. For
more information call 220-2177.
• Concert Band, 8 p.m.. Creative Arts Center Conccrt Hall.

• Troy Toastmastcrs Club #3453
FRIDAY, MAY 28
dinner meeting, 6 p.m.. Traditions
Restaurant in Troy. For more information call Bob Straker at 335• Seminar: "Oral microbiol7434 or Alice Hincs at 339-2344. ogy and chcmothcrapeutics," 11
a.m.,
270 Milieu Hall. The guest
• CD-ROM Instruction, noon,
speaker will be Dr. Duanc
Fordham Library.
Charbonneau of Proctor and
Gamble Company Miami ValTUESDAY, MAY 25
ley Laboratories in Cincinnati.
• Concert: Chamber Orchestra
MONDAY, MAY 31
and Jim McCutchcon, 8 p.m., Creative Arts CenterConcert Hall. For
• Memorial Day, university
admission information call 873closed.
2346.
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MAPP provides minorites a path to follow
When Dr. Rod Hammond attended graduate school studying
clinical psychology, he didn't have
the benefit of following in the footsteps of role models.
These days, Hammond, the assistant dean of Wright State's
school of professional psychology,
is providing a path for future generations of African-Americans psy chologists to follow.
Hammond spoke to about 30
African-Americans on May 13 in
Wright State's Upper Hearth Lounge
discussing MAW (Minority Access to Professional Psychology) and
encouraging psychology students to
enter into the field of clinical psychology.
A panel discussion with various
psychologists from the Dayton area
followed Hammond's specch.
MAPP is designed to assist disadvantaged African-Amcrican students, helping them graduate from
doctoral training in clinical psychology, which deals with disabilities
and discomfort as well as adjustment and personal development.
"Psychology is an exciting field
for me," Hammond said. "I got to be
one at a time where there weren't

many people like me,
who were black, and
r
who werr
"^sied
or had i
nity to jo
fessionatth.
level."
Despite not ..a
ing guidance from _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
someone who'd been
through the program before him,
Hammond persevered and accomplished his goal of becoming aclinical psychologist.
"I didn't have the benefit of role
models in this profession who had
gone before me and had done well,"
he said. "1 had to take it on faith that
this was something I could do and
that if 1 did it successfully, 1 would
enjoy it."
Hammond said he's enjoyed
psychology since graduating from
Florida State and encouraged the
audience to join the profession.
"This career has fulfilled all my
dreams. And that's why I'm doing
this," Hammond said. "I'm asking
those of you here today who are
interested or aren't sure, to take a
look. Find out what this field is all
about. Lcam from those in the field

* ^ T^his career has fulfilled
X all my dreams. And
that's why I'm doing this"
—Dr. Rod Hammond
andfindout if itfitsyou. 1 can assure
you there is a need."
Hammond said since 1982, 42
African-Americans have earned a
doctor's degree in clinical psychology from Wright Slate — the most
at an accredited program in the
United States. Next year's fall class
consists of 28 African-Americans.
"Wearccommitted and we have
a track record," he said. "But we arc
not here to just promote Wright Slate.
We would love to have you as a part
of our family, but wearc here to help
you get into a program.
"When I was in graduate school,
I was only one of two AfricanAmericans at Florida State. That
caused quite a controversy in that
department in that they didn't have
and idea whether that was okay," he
said.

photo by Scon Cozzolino

Rod Hammond gives African-Americans a role model.

HIV victim tells what it's like to live with AIDS threat
sexual, is HIV positive.
Ycager contracted the virus from
a woman who was an IV drug user
Do you know anyone with the and also HIV positive. He immediately flew home to Indianapolis, but
Aids virus?
Research shows in 10 years ev- didn't tell his family or his friends
eryone will know someone infected about his condition.
with the Aids virus. Recently, the
Ycager said the main reason he
national director of "Together with avoided lellinghisfamilyandfricnds
Aids," Rod Ycager, spoke at Wright was because he was fearful of being
an outcast. He became very deState University.
Ycager, a 22 year-old homo- pressed and cried himself to sleep
MICHELLE MICHAEL
Special Writer

Need Cash
is paying top dollar for textbooks now.
We are already buying for
Summer Quarter.
No reason to wait, your books
will never be worth more than
they are right now.
the College Store, just across the street
from W.S.U next to Chi-Chi's

every night. The only solution he
could find was suicide.
Ycagcr tried to kill himself but
says God has given him another
chance.
"I finally realized my responsibility," said Ycagcr.
He told his family and friends,
called all of his partners, and stopped
blaming everyone else.
"Now I'm living with HIV, no
longer denying of it," said Ycagcr.

He spoke a great deal about his
family. "It is essential not to take
your family for granted. My mother
is my best friend and my brother
Billy taughtmcaboutunconditional
love," said Ycagcr.
Billy died of a drug overdose on
January 19,1992.
He hasreceiveda lot of support
from most of his siblings and his
friends. Ycagcr even receives support from his oldest sister who has

disowned her 18 year-old daughter
for her sexuality.
Ycagcr informed the audiencc
that there arc not very many drugs
known to treat the Aids virus. He
mentioned a couple, but said their
effect is not definite.
Yeagcr is currcnUy living with
the foundcrof'Togctherwith Aids"
who has "adopted" him as a stepchild. He travels informing people
of the seriousness of this virus.

Peace activist discusses gun violence
CRAIG BARHORST
Special Writer

nomically developing that community." The problem, according to
Cobb, is a community can't be
Peace activist Vincent Cobb developed if it's plagued by gunurged people to look for the solu- play.
tions to firearm violence in themHe said residents must prove to
selves recently at the Fourth An- outside sources it's a good place
nual Peace Studies Lecture at for development. To do this, they
Wright State.
must organize and take steps to
Cobb, a member of the Fellow- reduce the violence, he said.
ship of Reconciliation, spoke to a
Somcof his suggestions include
half-filled auditorium in the Medi- "pragmatic" actions such as
cal Sciences Building.
identifying problem areas and
He told the audience firearm developing partnerships with poviolence is the productof economic lice, and symbolic actions like credepravation and the result of a sys- ating gun-free zones and organiztem that doesn't provide enough ing demonstrations.
economic opportunities.
Cobb believes it's also impor"One of the ways to get firearm tant to examine a system he feels
violence out of a community and keeps people impoverished and
keep it out," he said, "is by eco- maintains the status quo. He said

that links between the military, the
National Rifle Association and
other groups are primarily responsible.
Cobb thinks we lack the societal response to firearm violence
that we have toward other social
problems like AIDS.
"Somehow, when we talk about
firearms," he said,"all we talk about
is the individual's response, we
don't talk about society's response."
He said the problem of firearm
violence didn' toccur overnight and
it won't disappear quickly. It developed over a period of as many
as 20 years. He warned the audience that firearm violence is like a
disease and if we don't do something about it, it will spread.
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Opinion
lit The Guar
Tki Guardian is in independent newspaper paweekly during the regular school year and monthly during
the summer. It is published by students of Wright State
University and is pnnted on recycled paper. Offices are
located in 046 University Center at Wright Suie University.
Editorials without bylines reflect a majority of the
editorial board. Editorials with bylines reflect the opinion
of the writer. Views expressed in columns and cartoons are
those of the writers and trusts.
Tht Guardian reserves the right to censor, reject or
disapprove of any advertising copy in accordance with any
present or future advertising acceptance rules established
by Tht Guardian.
AU contents contained herein are the eipress property
olThi Guardian Copynght privileges revert to the writer,
artists and/or photographer of specific works after publication. Tht Guardian reumi the right to reprint works in
future issues.
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STEVE McCAIN — Editor In Chief
CRAIG BARHORST — Graphics Manager
GREG BILLING — News Editor
TRACI CARTE — Business Manager
SCOTT COZZOUNO — Chief Photographer
JEREMY DYER — Sports Editor
STEVE GRANT — Production Manager
RAISS A HALL — Advertising Manager
DAN HOCKENSMITH — Op-Ed Editor
MARTHA HOWARD — Spotlight Editor
ASSISTANTS & STAFF
MARK BALSKEY — Sales Representative
DAWNA COVERT — Production Assistant
WENDY COWGILL — Sales Representative
JULIE DOWNEY — Sales Representative
ROBB ERVIN — Staff Writer
STACY HARRIS — Graphics Assistant
DAWN E. LEGER — Assistant News Editor
BECKY RUEF — Assistant News Editor
DAVE SZKUDI-AREK — Photo Assistant
VALARIE VEUMESIS — Archivist
JESSIE WOOTEN — Administrative Asst.
K1MBERLY BIRD — Staff Writer
CLAUDINE CONVEY — Associate Writer
SCOTT COPELAND — Staff Writer
DAVE HWANG — Staff Photographer
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RON OSBURN — Associate Writer
MARK WELLS — Staff Photographer
MARK BALSKEY —Circulation Manager

ADVISERS

JEFF JOHN — Faculty Adviser
KARYN CAMPBELL — Media Coordinator

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
• Letters should have the writer's signature,
printed full name, daytime telephone
number and class standing if applicable.
• Letters should have fewer than 400
words. The Guardian reserves therightto
condense letters.
• The Guardian hopes to cover a diverse
range of topics, therefore letters which
duplicate others may be omitted.
• Letters that are libelous or offensive will
be rejected. Letters which request money
from readers will be rejected.
• When responding to another writer's
letter, refer to the date and headline.
• The Guardian reserves therightto reject
letters dealing with theological arguments
or letters which make allegations that
cannot be proven.
• Letters should be addressed to:
— Letters
046 University Center
Wright Stale University
Dayton. Ohio 45435

Inflammatory rhetoric clouds
issues of racism and diversity
watch how the
different races
t is the tendency to lump together all
socialize with
members of any given racial group
each other. It
seems a little
under stereotypes, and to hold those
sad that the only
members
accountable for any and all
times the races
seem
to
mingle
e
x
a
m
p
l
e
s
o
f real o r p e r c e i v e d d i s c r i m i n a Lately there has been a lot of talk
on campus about racial discrimina- together are at
tion and diversity. Angry students the Daze and
Americans be denied the opportuarmed with signs reading "Wright is sporting events on campus.
Do inequalities exist at Wright nity to make a pitch to "their
Wrong" (among other things) have
demonstrated on the Quad against State? Obviously, if students are "people? Or Mexican-Americans?
what they see as institutionalized rac- motivated to demonstrate on the Again, cost prohibitive reasons
ism. They have gone so far as to Quad, there is a least the belief that (among other things) make this Utodemand changes in library policy they do. Crowd-pleasing diatribes pian solution impractical.
As the demographics of the U.S.
and the hiring policies of Public against the nebulous "they" who are
trying to "divide and conquer" are change, the traditional majority must
Safety.
We believe that racism at any level not part of the solution. Neither is cede its monopoly on aspects of the
inaction on the part of national culture. But for a group to
is totally uncalled for
______
President Mulhollan or cry "Racism!" because a state instiand should be dealt with
any other members of the tution does not cater to its needs
on an intellectual level.
ur
exclusively without furnishing exadministration.
When we are talking
empowSetting quotas-racial, plicit proof of racism is misinformabout "intellectual
ethnic, sexual, or other- ing and dangerous.
level," we are not talk- erment as a
At the 1988 Democratic National
wise-is equally objecing about dealing with it campus comtionable. For example, in Convention, Jesse Jackson said of
on an "African-Amerimunity with
the matter of hiring mi- Michael Dukakis, "His foreparents
can," "Eurocentric," or
nority police officers, Dr. came to America on immigrant
"indigenous peoples'" real diversity
intellectual level. We are will come only Collinsworth stated in a ships. My foreparents came to
letter to on-campus resi- America on slave ships. But whattalking about everyone
when we have dents
that Public Safety ever the original ships, we are both
as a whole.
was hampered in its plan in the same boat now." The same
There is a disturbing vision, not
to institute minority re- holds true for Wright State. Each
current flowing through division.
cruiting by budget con- and every person here is a member
the university commustraints and the fact that of a minority-the Minority of One.
nity. It is the tendency to
lump together all members of any other police departments pay more Our empowerment as a campus
community with real diversity will
given racial group under stereotypes, than WSU.
One of the demands recently pre- come only when we have vision,
and to hold those members accountable for any and all examples of real sented to President Mulhollan was not division.
or perceived discrimination. This for African-Americans to accompany
We must recognize that, demisinformation is not limited to stu- university officials on high school
dents. If faculty and staff members visits. First, if WSU cannot compete spite our differences, we all share
are making inflammatory statements for high school seniors on the basis common interests, and that we
in class, then they are contributing to of its own merits rather than relying must work together to achieve
on a "hook" to boost enrollment, them and enjoy them as Amerithe current atmosphere of unease.
This campus as a whole needs to then the time has come for the state to cans. We need effective national
work together to make racism a dis- lock the school's doors and put the leadership to address this, but all
tant memory. If anyone believes that property up for sale. Second, if Afri- we are getting is cowardly polithere is no racism on campus, they can-Americans must go to high tics, and we cannot afford it.
—H. Ross Perot
should go sit out on the Quad and schools, why should Asian/Pacific-

The tendency of the casual mind
is to pick out or stumble upon a
sample which supports or defies its
prejudices, and then to make it the
representative of a whole class.
—Walter Lippmann, Public Opinion
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Senior approaches LESS SHOE... HIGHER PRICE!
graduation with
THE NEW f!l!@ SHOE MADE
BY THE WSU TUITION CO. IS
apprehension
A TRIBUTE TO THE
OUR RESEARCHERS TESTED
THESE SHOES IN THE
CLASSROOMS, TAUGHT
MORE AND MORE BY
GRADUATE STUDENTS
INSTEAD OF PROFESSORS.
THEY RAN THROUGH
BUILDINGS PARTIALLY
CLOSED FOR
CONSTRUCTION. WE TESTED
THEM OUT IN THE GRAVEL
LOTS THAT REMAIN
UNPAVED. AND IN EACH
TEST, THEY MET MINIMUM
STANDARDS.
OUR NEW HIKE SHOES USE
LESS MATERIAL AND COST
MORE THAN LAST YEAR.
ONLY $1018 A PAIR. SO BUY
A PAIR AND DONT
COMPLAIN! AFTER ALL, YOU
NEED THEM.

On June 12,1 will be
BELIEF THAT
graduating, but I'm not so
he big gray
"LESS IS
sure what this means
anymore.
cloud that
MORE!
"What does my future lurks in our
hold for me? Will I be
able tofinda good paying minds has us
job in which 1 have spent asking: "What
five years educating and now? What do I
preparing myself for?"
do after graduaI ask myself these
MADE BY
MA
questions more and more tion? How do I
each day as graduation
The WSU TUITION Co.. Inc.. Ltd.
get a job?"
draws nearer. I am not
alone. I am just one of
many who share mixed
emotions aboutfinishingcollege. We are happy to befinishingthis part of
our educational careers, but we are in fear of what happens next. As we
work diligently to create the perfect resume, we look back and wonder if
we've made the right decisions; if we should have taken different classes,
or joined more campus organizations.
The big gray cloud ___________
I am writing this
that lurks in our
letter on behalf of
t may seem like a
minds has us asking:
approximately one out
ith all of the unemployment,
"What now? What do
of every nine students at
trivial issue to some, but
corporate mergers, and layI do after graduation?
Wright State, the leftin all actuality, it is not.
How do I get a job?" offs, plus having the economy in
handers, in regards to
There is a minor—
such a poor shape, finding and keep- the lack of left-handed
ity of graduating
desks.
ing a job is something we all must
Science Auditorium, to see just
seniors with answers
It may seem like a trivial
to these questions.
think about.
issue to some, but in all actual- how difficult it is, and just what
we have to put up with everyThey have careers
ity, it is not.
waiting for them after
It is very difficult for lefties day.
"the big day," but for the many of us who have heard "Make good conI really can't believe that
to sit and take notes in a desk
tacts," "Network," and, "Make your resume look outstanding" over and
Wright State did not have the
built for right-handers. We
over again, this is just a gamble.
must sit hunched over with our foresight to know that southI don't mean to appear dismal. Graduating from college is a wonderful left arms crossed over our
paws would attend this univerthing! It is a major accomplishment in one's life! I am just trying to express thebodies, trying to write over the sity.
overall fear about the next step: Occupation. With all of the unemployment,
I can only hope that their
spirals in our notebooks for
corporate mergers, and layoffs, plus having the economy in such a poor shape, 50- or 75-minute classes.
hindsight is 20/20, and they
finding and keeping a job is something we all must think about.
will have the courtesy to buy
This all makes it very
I appreciate everything I have learned through my college encounters, both straining to remain attentive in left-handed desks for the 1993in and out of class. My one concern is about colleges everywhere: They prepare class.
94 school year.
you for a career, but they don't teach how to get a job. Good Luck to everyone! Right-handers should try
Brad Woebkenberg
taking notes in a left-handed
Patrick Gillogly
desk either in the basement of Sophomore,
Mass Communication
Senior, Communication
Rike Hall or the Medical

T

HJP

Many are left out by
WSU's lack of foresight
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Out with the old, in with the new

pnotos by Scon Cozzoiino

The Falrbom Fire Department (above) monitors a burning house on Zlnk Road, while
members (right) practice flreflghtlng techniques. The buildings were burned Monday to
make room for College Park Apartments, a 30-apartment complex housing WSU students.
Construction on the apartments will begin soon and should be ready by next fall.

PEPSI

<-9S&S®

_

pgsiCAHS
HOW? Bring the can to the ESPM
Sales Center 050 Allyn (in the tunnel
where Millett meets Allyn) between
11-5 Monday through Friday.
WHY? Get a free "Gotta Have It!"™
T-shirt plus 25% off any item for sale
in the ESPM Saies Center.
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Prestor. teed strums to WSU
KIMBERLY A. BIRD
Staff Writer
Strumming on an acoustic guitar comes natural 1 y to Preston Reed.
The world-class artist known for
his innovative style performs Tucsday in 155 University Center at 8
p.m.
border Town, the latest of
Preston's releases, sticks to the
"traditionless traditions," turning
listenerson to new soundsand concepts. Reed collaborated with Latin
jazz musicians John Pena, Alex
Acuna and Otmaro Ruiz on the
cross-cultural, self-composed collaboration.
'The compositions go further
into both melodic and rhythmic
exploration than I have ever gone
before," Reed said. "It is a rhythm
guitar, with a guitar at the center of
the music, testing and questioning
the boundaries of whata guitar is."
Playing a six-string, steelstringed acoustic guitar on Border
Town, Reed takes part in a multivoiced, multi-textural style incorporating bass, melody and percussion. Reed described the motion
and energy that takes place as he
plays and said his way is a more
physical way of playing.

"Much of
the time my
hands arc both
reaching down
over the guitar
neck to tap
hammer on or
pull
off
strings," Reed
said. "The left
and right hand
work closely
together, continually trading
off duties of
providing
rhythm,
melody and
basslinc, quite
unlike the trad itio na 1
method
of Preston Reed displays his guitar styllngs Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Rat.
making chords
and fretting strings with the left
Reed said he enjoys playing his John Fahcl and Leo Kottke as well
hand while strumming and picking older songs because they arc more asJimi Hendrix and Larry Carlton.
with the right.
"Today, when I listen to guitar
comfortable and familiar. How"It's a more physical way of ever, his newer tunesare more chal- players, I tend to pick out electric
playing rather than the traditional lenging and assist him in his con- jazz fusion, players like Mike Stern,
way. Itlends itself beuer toorches- tinued musical growth. WSU stu- John Scofield and especially Pat
tration because it opens up many dents can expect to hear the old, but Metheny," Reed said.
more tonal and tcxtural options and should be prepared for an exciting
Much like the players he adtraditional techniques arc easily taste of new.
see "Preston"
brought into this expanded style,
Reed's developmental influcontinued on page 10
so nothing is given up."
ences include Jorma Kaukonen,

New program combats economic illiteracy
By MARY SAMS
Associate Writer
"Most students don't understand the purpose of profit or the
nature of GNP(gross national product)," says Marsha Adams, executive director of the Organizational
Services Group. Adams helps the
WSU Center for Economic Education eliminate economic illiteracy
in elementary students from fifteen Ohio counties.
The center at WSU is part of a
state and national network of programs that arc trying to increase
young students' understanding of
economic concepts through videos
and simulation techniques. The
various programs are tailored to
specific age and grade levels, ranging from elementary to high school
students.
"We have documented proof of
nationwide (economic) illiteracy,"
says Adams, who is concerned that

futurc generations will lose the gloAn attractive incentive for parbal competitive edge if their under- ticipating students is the S150 cash
standing of basic economics is not prize that is awarded to the team
increased.
who earns the largest gain on the
Adams implemented educa- original investment.
tional yet entertaining programs in
Another education device ofthe fall of 1992 to
fered by the
"encourage stu;
center is a prodents to want to
gram called
e can make
understand basic
"EconandMc."
economic conlearning fun, ""Econ' is an
cepts."
imaginary
and I think that's
One such profriend
who
important."
gram is a simulatakes elemention called "The
tary
students
on
—Marsha Adams
Stock Market
an economic
Game." During
—————— ——————- a d v e n t u r e , "
the simulation,
Adams says.
each team receives an imaginary She supports "Econ and Me" beSI00,000 to trade common stocks cause "it is a very clever way to
in the New York, American and help young children understand
Over-the-Countcr exchanges. The economic problem solving."
goal is for students to increase the
"Econ and Me" consists of a
original investment by the end of video, teacher's workbook and a
the 10 week period allowed for the teacher training workshop. "We
simulation game.
use the'train the trainer'approach,"

"W'

Adams says. "We teach (the program to) the teachers, then the
teachers teach the students."
The video features rap music
and simple, direct language that
appeals to its seven- to 10-year-old
audience. "We can make learning
fun," Adams says, "and I think
that's important"
The center attempts to make
fifteen presentations a month, one
in each of the fifteen counties involved. "Econ and Me" teaches
such economic concepts as scarcity, opportunity costs, consumption, production and interdependence.
The Center for Economic Education recently received a grant
from the Alumni Special Grants
Program with the University Foundation. The grant totals S6,750and
will support the Framework for
see "Illiteracy"
continued on page 8
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C O M 141, Small
CroupCommunication
The Happy Planters, a
group of students currently
taking COM 141, held a trccplanting ceremony Monday to
recognize the importance of
diversity at WSU. The ceremony fulfilled the students'
social action project requirement for COM 141.
Phi M u
Phi Mu Fraternity presents
Animal House tonight at the
Neon Movies. Admission is
S5 and proceeds benefit the
Children's Miracle Network.
Phi Mu encourages filmgoers
to dress as their favorite Animal House characteror wear a
toga. The show starts at 8 p.m.
For more details, call Susan at
461-0242.

Wright Engineering Council
The Wright Engineering
Council sponsors a balloon
catapult toss on the Quad Friday at 3:30 p.m. The council
invites students, faculty and
staff to participate. The object
of the toss is to project a water
balloon of 350 grams at a target 20 meters away. Teams
may consist of one to four
participants. The team who
projects its balloon closest to
the target wins. Prizes will be
awarded. For more information, contact the Wright EnginccringCouncilinRoom 163,
Russ Engineering Center, at
873-5031.
Campus Clubs is a weeklyfeature of The Guardian Spotlight
section. Organizations interested
in appearing in Campus Clubs
and clubs hosting forthcoming
events should submit a brief statement outlining the mission of the
organization and the purpose of
the event to Martha Howard. 046
UC. Submit information at least
two weeks before the event and
include the name of the club chair
or contact person and a telephone
number or mailbox where that
person may be reached.

I
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"illiteracy"
continued from page 7

Integrating Economics into the
Elementary Curriculum.
The schools visited by th
center do not have to pay for the
services provided because the
grant covers the costs, Adams
says.
A valuable asset created by
the center is the Lending Library, which offers free resources to teachers interested in
using one of the offered programs. "We recently developed
a resource catalog that we're
sending out to the schools in
order to let them know what's
available," Adams says.
When a teacher selects a
simulation game, curriculum
guide or other activity, they simply call the number in the catalog and the materials arc sent to
them through the mail. Instructors borrow materials for a specific period with extensions allowable if extra time is needed.
Adams explains that the center is striving for a partnership
between business and labor. Local businesses sponsor summer
teacher workshops, "a great example of how we impact the
region," she says.
"I think it's a very worthwhile program," Adams says.
"Definitely an opportunity for
the university to meet its mission, which is to increase
student's understanding of the
importance of economics."
As the Center for Economic
Education increases its visibility in the region, the students
here and nationwide will continue to benefit from iLs unique
presentation of important economic concepts.

DARK STAR III
BOOKS & C O M I C S

m

1273 N. Fairfield kd
Fairfield Plaza
Bcavcrcrcck

427-3213
Full Selection of New and
Used Comics
Fiction & Non-Fiction
Used Iiooks
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL
WSU STUDENTS!

Unlock the
opportunities with The
Guardian Classifieds.
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Wood builds hope in developing nations
By MARTI.A HOWARD
"ootlight Editor
Tim Wood grew up on the
ast, just outside New York,
arinc and freshwater organism lave always fascinated him.
"I was always going along the
shore," he says. But when Wood
found a S20 bill floating in the
water near his home one day, his
future was set.
"My mom made me publicize
the fact that I'd found some
money," Wood says. "If after two
weeks no one claimed it then I
could have it. And no one did. So I
used it to buy an aquarium and all
the facilities, and I bred shrimp and
raised horseshoe crabs.
"In those days a saltwater tank
was unusual. But there was no problem about the water going bad.
"You would just go down and
get some more, bring it home in
buckets on the bike," he says.
Now Wood keeps an aquarium
in his WSU office. He says he
came to the university in September 1971 because the air of newness and youthful faculty appealed
to him. "They told me how they
were unfettered by tradition, and
that turned out to be true," Wood
says. "And that's still true."
When Wood chose his profession, though, he says, "It was cither
that or become a professional musician." Though a debut at New
York's Town Hall marked his
childhood career in music, WocJ
says competitions never were a
personal favorite. "That was probably as close as I got to the really
high-powered music world."
"When I got older, I just made
the conscious decision that I didn't
want to have to depend on my

issues of deforestation," Wood
says. "At least 90
percent, probably more, of all
the trees that are
cut in that area
are cut for fuel.
And there's no
one replanting
them."
Wood says
inhabitants of
this
region,
known as the
sahcl.rarclyhave
Photo by Scott CozzoJmo

Tim Wood
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substitute fuels
income from music." Wood feared and live in dwellings that have no
he might eventually come to dis- locks. This poses the problem of
like music if he made it his career. safekeeping for valuables, such as
Now Wood plays piano and stoves and alternative fuels. "It all
performs as a cellist with the WSU has to do with poverty," he says.
Orchestra. "I really do enjoy it and
"Trees should be a renewable
it's a big part of my life," he says. resource, but it's got to be manWork in deaged as a reveloping na——
newablc retions also plays
source,"
f
somebody
can
cut
a big part in
Wood says.
their wood use in half, His first task
Wood's life. He
and his family
in Africa inthen that means only
moved
to
volved issues
planting half as many
Ouagadougou,
of reforestathe capital of
trees."
tion.
He
Burkina Faso in
worked with
—Tim Wood
West Africa, for
organizations
two years in
such as the
1980. Wood
World Bank in
says the city is "about the size of setting up these programs and othFairborn" and estimates the entire ers encouraging people to use less
country at around one-third the size fuel wood.
of Ohio.
One program assists sahel resiHe worked there with aconsor- dents in renewing their fuel of
ti um of eight African governments, choice. The governments in the
all frcnch-spcaking countries. The consortium have all established
nations set up the group to hall the nurseries that cultivate seedlings.
spreading of the Sahara desert. "I Citizens then respond totalis from
became involved very quickly in radio and other media sources to

a
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pick up seedlings and plant them at
will.
"In 1980, when I came, I didn't
know of anybody who planted
trees," Wood says. "Trees came up
where God wanted a tree to be.
Now people arc planting trees, not
plantation trees, but they're surrounding their homes and courtyards with trees and that's very
new."
"If somebody can cut their wood
use in half, then that means only
planting half as many trees. Even
now we've never reached a breakeven point where the trees arc growing as fast as they're being used,"
he says.
Deforestation causes problems
in other developing nations as well.
Wood attributes flooding problems
in Bangladesh to destruction of forests in neighboring Nepal, a country he visited earlier this quarter.
Wood participated in a workshop
geared toward improving health
standards in Nepal.
A typical Nepalcsc home includes acentral fire providing light,
heat and a cooking area, but no
chimney. 'The whole inside of the
house is black, everything you sec
is black," Wood says. "The people
arc black, their clothes are black.
"It leads to acute respiratory
syndrome, probably the largest
single cause of death in infanLs," he
says. "It's debilitating to anybody,
but it's the kids who die."
Despite the poverty present in
the areas Wood visits, he thoroughly
enjoys the work he performs in developing nations. "I love the intercultural aspect of it," he says.
"This kind of work takes me
directly into people's homes. You
get to places where very few people
get to go."

ATTENTION: INFORMATION/COMPUTER
SCIENCE GRADS
IBM AS/400 skills and experience can put you on the fast track to
the career you are seeking. Software Altematlvas, Inc. can teach
you those skills through our AS/ 400 training program. Our summer
training program begins In June with classes conducted In both
Cincinnati and Dayton. This Is a fee based training program which
may Include placement services upon successful
completion. You will learn the concepts, programming
skills, and design and analysis techniques to give you
the expertise the current job market Is demanding. For
more details, or to sppty for our summer program,
call 783-7200.
„ ..

Software Alternatives. Inc.

Call the
Disability
Services
Tape Center
873-3084
5

Read copies of The Guardian onto audio
tapes for the visually impaired.

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES
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Plans for greek merger concern one fraternity
Wright State African-Amcricans say
common problem> 7 apply to them
juncil and Interfraternity Council,
as
!g to Millcnder. This action came
after t.ircc African-American fraternities
The greek merger proposed by WSU's allied themselves with IFC in the summer of
Greek Review Committee sounds like a 1990 but eventually pulled out of the organisolution to a non-existent problem to many zation by the end of fall 1991. Millcnder said
African-American greeks. Thomas the African-American greeks felt IFC did
Millcnder, president of the African-Ameri- not address the needs of their groups.
He is also concerned that the new greek
can Greek Counc il (A AGC), sees the merger
as inevitable at this point, but notes that the council will have little to offer AfricanAmerican
greeks because the nature of tradi problems affecMng other greek organizations seldom apply to African-American nonally African-American greek organizations differs from that of traditionally white
greeks.
Millcnder and a group of mostly greek groups.
"We (AAGC) work together as brothers
African-American student leaders founded
the AAGC in April 1992 to coordinate the and sisters," Millcnder said. "We work more
activities of nationally recognized African- as one rather than two separate entities."
American greek letter organizations at WSU. WSU's other greek organizations separate
Millcnder said the groups came together at fraternities and sororities into independent
the request of Gerry Pctrak, assistant direc- groups.
Domica Stradwick, vice president of the
tor of Student Development for Student
Organ izations and Leadership De vei opmen t. Dayton chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha,
Pctrak requested the African-American agrees that African-American groups vary
greeks form an umbrella group to coordi- from traditionally white groups.
"For African-American greeks, when you
nate their organizations or else join PanhclBy MARTHA HOWARD
Spotlight Kditor

Photo by Scott Cozzolino

African-American greeks met Tuesday, May 11 In the Upper Hearth Lounge
to answer questions about African-American greek letter organizations.
decide to become a member of that organization, it's not just something that you do in
college. It's something that is important to
you and you plan to do it for the rest of your
life," Stradwick said.

Missy Allen, presidentof the WSU chapter of Delta Sigma Theta, said membership
see "AAGC"
continued on page 10

JOBS AVAILABLE
(Salaries range between $50 - $385 Weekly)
Full or Part-Time
Due to the high cost of factory space, insurance, worker's compensation, and
other company expenses, many companies can save thousand* of dollars in
production time with people assembling very simple products at home for
them. Special skills or experience not needed because instructions and
materials arc sent to you. After you complete work, send it back for payment.
The more work you do the more you cam. Just 20-45 minutes a day working at
home you can cam some very impressive wages. Kreger Publishing has a
listing of a variety of different work that suits both men and women. Best of ail,
you work when you want. (One company is paying S342.00 per week to
assemble simple plant hangers.) For more information and a FREE listing of
over 60 opportunities, write to:

|
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KREGER PUBLISHING
309 Lothrop Street, OHMH
Taunton, MA 02780
Krcgcr Publishing docs require S3.90 for postage and handling for listing. Orders
can not be filled without postage and handling. Allow 3-4 days.
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Travel Agency
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Domestic & International
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+
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"Preston"
continued from page 7
mires. Reed's style is unique. A
stubborn innovator. Reed t r ' «o
push off in his own directio
little convention to his style
creates tunes that grow and ch,
with the mood of the audienc.
"I tend to play how 1 feel ant
how I view the audience," Reed
said. "The decisions 1 make are
based on an emotional reading."
"When I select what songs I'll
play, I can vary the order," he said.
"For instance, for a packed audience that seems energetic 1 step up
the enthusiasm. For a quiet introspective group I play more towards
their needs. It varies for every setting I find myself playing in."
Reed frequently performs on
college campuses. "For the most
part when I'm playing for college
students I keep it pretty energetic,"
Reed said. "Blow away, kick ass
sort of stuff. It varies sometimes."

a

AAGC

continued from page 9
intake for African-American greeks
varies greatly from traditionally
white groups. "Intake for us is very
sacred, very traditional," she said.
"As far as the pledging, as far as
the rights of passage, basically all
of our secrets are rooted back to the
African traditions," Millender, a
member of Alpha Phi Alpha, said.
"Even though we m ight have greek
letters, all of our secrets are rooted
in African-type traditions."
African-American greeks often
have an idea of which organization
they want to join before they get to
college, Allen added.
Missy Waugh, president of
Dayton chapter of Alpha Kappa
Alpha, said she admired teachers
and administrators in high school
who were Alphas. This influenced
her dec ision to become an Alpha as
well.
Along with not addressing differences between black and white
greek organizations, Millender also
believes plans for the merger are
moving along too quickly.
"They are talking about having
this merger come together in a
year's time," he said. "That's way
too fast. We put it on paper one
year, the next year it's together.
You don't handle business that way;
you handle business in phases."

Setting the record straight
A portion of Christine Pearch's
story profiling Dr. Jack Gruber was
omiued from the May 12 edition of
The Guardian. We sincerely regret
this error.
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place so much I felt seasick by the
end of the film. (Scott Copcland)

ListInYonkers
• •
Almost, but not quite.
Mercedes Ruehl's Bella is an
original and fresh character, and
the film is alive when she's on
screen. But that's only half the
film. The other half is crap involving loan sharks, gangsters
and typically unfunny, stock
Neil Simon situations. It overloads the movie, so I can't quite
recommend it. (Scott Copcland)

Three of Hearts
• • •
Kelly Lynch and William
Baldwin arc both a lot of fun to
watch in this film. But Shcrilyn
Fcnn's uncharacteristically stiff
performance
as the woman
both Lynch
and Baldwin
fall in love
with makes
what could have been a great movie
into just a passable time killer.
(Scott Copcland)

Posse • •
Near miss number two. An
Afrit an-American western was
such a great idea for a film.
However, I don't need to be
lectured about racism so constantly as this film docs. Also,
director Mario Van Peebles
swings the camera all over the

Z o o G o d s — Birth •
Gee, sounds pretty much like
any other mediocre wanna-be
hard rock band to me. (Scotl
Copcland) Performing Thursday at the Canal Street Tavern.

The Wages of Fear

• ••
The second half of this newly
restored French adventure is invigorating, with fourcharactcrs trying to drive two trucks loaded with
nitroglyceiin
through the
South American jungle.
Unfortunately,
the
movie lakes an hour to get to the
trucks, which is loo long for set-up.
(Scott Copcland) UCB sponsored
showings at the Neon Movies Sunday at 7 p.m.

L.L. Cool J — 14
Shots to the Dome

• •••
"This is how I'm coming,"
blasts L when you first plug this
new set into your system. How
he'scorning is more of the rough
stuff, puttin' out any notions
that he's gone soft. Marly Marl's
hype production fits ihc many
fazesof L's rapping ability from
screaming to more laid-back
approaches where he seems
more comfortable. This LP is
worth what you pay, but L overplays the roughness a little too
much on a few tracks. (Christopher Joseph)

REVIEWS

El Mariachi
• • • • •
A truly inventive Spanish action film which immediately establishes writer/director Richard
Rodriguez as a name to be watchcd.
(Scott Copcland) UCB sponsored
showings at the Neon Movies Fri-

Society
NATIONAL BANK

P a r t - t i m e p o s i t i o n s available i n o u r
Check Processing Department.
Benefits include:
• Tuition Reimbursement
• Paid Vacation and Holidays
• Flexible Scheduling
Hours are approximately:
Monday through Friday, 3-9 pm
Saturday 12 pm - 5 pm
Positions average between 15 - 20 hours per
week, working 3 days per week. We offer a
starting pay of $5.50 per hour, this includes
base pay plus an 8% shift premium pay.
Potential for increase are based on
productivity and quality of work.
If you have any questions concerning these
positions, contact Don Wheeler Monday
through Friday, noon to 7pm at 226-6242.
You may complete an Employment Application
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday or Friday 9 am to
11 am and 1 pm to 3 pm. We do not accept
applications on Wednesday.
SOCIETY
NATIONAL BANK
Human Resources
34 North Main St.
Dayton, Ohio 45402
EOE M/F/H7V

day and Saturday at 9:45 p.m.

MUSIC
Beautiful Authentic

Earn Extra
Cash!
You can bank on us.
New & 30 day
INACTIVE
DONORS:
1 st Visit $25
2nd Visit $20
3rd Visit $20
4th Visit $20
Donations must
be within (14)
day period.

REGULAR
DONORS:

P plasma alliance
"people helping people"

1101b.-149 lb.
1 st Visit $15 per week
165 Helena St, Dayton, Ohio
2nd Visit $17 per week
CALL FOR INFO &
I.D. REQUIREMENTS
1501b. & Above
224-1973
1st Visit $15 per week
RTA Bus 22
2nd Visit $20 per week
Donations must be made
7 Days/Week
Sunday thru Saturday. Mon.-Thur. 6:30 am-8:30 pm
Fri. 6:30 am-7:00 pm
Sat. & Sun. 8:00 am-4:00 pm
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^dileues R ders try for Mid-Con, NCAA
••

i

Baseball
Darrell Back
Golf
Sam Arnold

The Scares
Baseball
Xavier def. WSU 108
WSU def. Indiana 8-7
WSU def. Ohio State
2-1
WSU def. Ohio State
4-3
WSU def. Valparaiso
10-6
WSU def. Valparaiso
5-4
WSU def. Valparaiso
6-0
Golf
Wins first place at
Mid-Con

Spans

i - •

May 20
Baseball at MidContinent
Conference
Championship
May 21
Baseball at Mid-Con
Golf at NCAA
Regionals
May 22
Baseball at Mid-Con
Golf at NCAA
May 23
Lacrosse at Cincinnati

By JEREMY DYER
Sports Editor

ning any surprise strategy for the
tourney.
"We try to stay out of big inWhen your team is 40-16 and nings. We haven't had many cases
sweeps the conference champion- where a team has scored more than
ship for the title it's hard to be three or four runs in an inning
disappointed.
against us. We want to keep the run
That's what happened to the count down and play good deWrightState baseball team last year fense."
where, despite the impressive
Nischwitz said if WSU wins its
record and Mid-Continent Confer- final five games, the team could
ence championship, there was no finish 41 -13, a little better than last
invitation to the NCAA Regionals. year. Hopefully for the Raiders, a
Wright State head coach Ron better record and improvements in
Nischwitz is still looking for an other areas will push them into
NCAA bid and thinks this year it NCAAs.
could finally happen, but the Raid"We're in a better position this
ers must get through the Mid-Con year in every respect except last
tourney this weekend at Illinois- year we played 56 games," NisChicago.
chwitz said. "It would be a litUe
The first step is getting past better if we played a full complesixth-seeded Western Illinois. ment of games."
Wright State swept the
In baseball there are 24 autoLeathernecks earlier in the month matic bids to the NCAA where in
but Nischwitz said every team in basketball there arc 32. Since the
the conference could be danger- Mid-Con doesn 't have an automatic
ous.
bid in baseball, schools arc chosen
"1 think the teams have gotten based on record, pitching, perforbetter as the season's gone along," mance against good teams and
he said. "We beat Western three strength of schedule. All of these
times this year but 1 think they'll areas look good for Wright State
probably be a tough game. We're although Nischwitz said one could
going to be the team to beat. They'll have been better.
be out there doing everything they
Our strength of schedule isn't
can to beat us and be giant killers." going to 'be as good as we would
Photo by Scon Cozzolino
Nischwitz saidotherthan WSU, have liked because we had sched- Wright State pitching seemed to run either hot or cold this
UIC and Eastern Illinois arc the uled teams like Indiana State and week. Junior lefty Brian Anderson picked up his ninth win,
two best teams in the Mid-Con and Kentucky that were canceled," he dropping his earned run average to .99, while sophomore
UIC's field can be tricky.
said.
Darrel Back pitched the year's first no-hitter.
"Eastern beat us 2-1 over at
"We want a bid to the NCAA
their place. UIC is a very difficult tournament and to do that we have At Indiana, Wright State held an 8-0 lead before giving up
field to play on. The fences are to win the Mid-Con tournament," seven straight runs.
short and the wind blows out."
he said. "I hope i t's not just a dream. The Raiders were 6-1 for the week including a sweep of
Nischwitz said he isn't plan- I hope it's a reality."
conference-rival Valparaiso.

WSU Baseball collects more wins
Team putting it all together as tournament draws near

With the Mid-Con championship only days away, WSU baseball is in good shape. The team will
enter the playing field at the University of Illinois-Chicago having
won at least 20 of their last 23
games and possibly having won
seven games in a row, both records
depending on the outcome of a
May 18 game at Purdue.
Wright State's only loss of the
week was at Xavier. a garrc head
coach Ron Nischwitz said could

have easily been a "W" for the of four other pitchers eventually
Raiders.
nabbed the win for WSU but not
"Xavier was a disaster. We ei- before Indiana made it a game by
ther led or were lied the whole scoring seven straight runs.
game except for the last play of the
The Raiders completed a tour
game when they hit a two-run of the Big Ten when they visited
homer in the bottom of the 11 th Ohio State for a May 13 doubleinning. We lost 10-8," he said.
header.
Wright State pitching, normally
Junior Brian Anderson continsolid, took a beating May 12 at ued his fantastic season with a 2-1
Indiana. WSU was up 8-0 when win over OSU to extend his record
starter Spencc Gunnell left the game to9-1. Anderson denied the Buckwith a stiff shoulder. A succession eyes an earned run, dropping his

earned run average to .99.
Wright State took the second
game 4-3 as Marc Galan picked up
his second victory.
In the closing series, Mid-Con
foe Valparaiso hosted three games
over the weekend. The Raiders
proved to be unwelcome guests as
Tony Ramsdell, and Scott Huntsman picked up wins while Darrel
Back threw a 6-0 no-hitter.
WrightState is now 36-13,173 in the Mid-Con.
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Wright State nets strong recruits
By JEREMY DYER
Sports Editor

Painter said Rains' styleof play
ielp fill the gaps left by the
The season is already look,
•parting seniors.
great for Wright State women
ic's got a big serve and she
tennis and the team doesn't even
ie ball hard. She's a smart
play until this fall.
plaj r.lsccherassimilartoDianna
Head coach Charlie Painter has (Marshall) and Debbie," he said.
announced Carroll High School star
Nash, ranked number three by
Rhonda Rains, Karen Nash of the United State Tennis AssociaCuyahoga Falls and Sarah Hill of tion in Northeast Ohio, could add a
Canton will join the Raider rosier new angle to the Wright State offor the 1993-94 season.
fense.
"I think they 're perhaps our best
"She's left-handed which will
recruiting class," Painter said. "Pre- be a real advantage for us," Painter
viously our best class was with said. "She had 99 wins in high
Debbie Marshall and Mandi school and averaging nearly 25
Mullins."
wins a year is really, really impresMarshall compiled a 19-3 sive."
record at first singles for Wright
Hill was the only undefeated
State while team captain Mullins f rst-singles player in Stark County
was 11-10 at third singles.
this year, going 17-0 for St. ThoRains, a three-sport athlete at mas Aquinas High School.
Carroll, was 19-7 last season and
The three players are probably
qualified for the District champi- strong enough to enter the Raider
onship.
1 ineup near the top of the roster, but
"It's my opinion that she's the Painter said he'll have to wait and
best recruitable senior in the Day- see before making any decisions.
ton area this year," Painter said.
"It's hard to say where they'll
"I've known her since she was an actually play each other," he said.
eighth-grader and from the begin- "In singles I'll let them decide for
ning when I took this job at Wright themselves by playing off of each
State, we've been looking at other. I would have to think that the
Rhonda as somebody who could heir apparent to the number-one
potentially be a good player for spot is going to be Dianna but I

think she'll be challenged by all
three of their incoming freshmen."
Having three new players will
also afford Painter the ability to
alternate players more, allowing
players to try different positions.
"This would give us some depth
which we' ve never really had since
I've been to Wright State. If we
have an injury, somebody sick or
someone who can't travel because
of classes, we're in trouble. Next
year we're going to have the luxury
of playing more people and quality
people at the top."
With so many freshmen designated near the top of the team, and
with the graduation of the two of
this year's most influential players, it wouldn't be surprising if the
Raiders have a problem with lack
of leadership next season. However, Painter believes the team will
actually have stronger leadership
than this year.
"We're going to have great leadership from the kids returning," he
said. "For the first time since I've
coached at Wright State, we're
going to have an upper-class dominated team. This year we only had
two seniors and last year we had
one that played the whole season.
We really haven't had a lot of senior leadership."
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Diana Marshall will have some competition for the top spot
on the women's tennis roster.
Wright State has acuired three strong recruits for the 199394 season.

Adapted athletics welcomes Quad-rugby
By ROBB ERVIN
Staff Writer
A short time ago there was a new
entry to the WSU club sports, wheelchair tennis. Now more adapted ath letic c lubs have come onto the scene.
The latest addition to the club
sports family is quadriplegic rugby.
After competing at the University of Illinois Invitational Tournament, the quad-rugby team hasn't
played a match, but club president
PJ. Dixon, a graduate of Wright

State, looks for the program to grow
in the future.
"Our season is in effect over, but
only because we only had finances
to compete in one tournament," he
said. "We didn't really have the
interest until the past few weeks. So
now that we have members that arc
active, we want to see if we can
bring a couple or three teams down
for a weekend tournament."
Helping bring a better understanding about quad-rugby, as well
as local recogni tion, is the first United

States Quad-Rugby Association
camp that will hold a camp at the
Nutter Center from Aug. 25-29.
Adapted athletics advisor Andy
Krieger, sees this as an important
step in the development of theQuadRugby Club.
"They'll have the best coaches
and it'll be an intensive training for
a week," he said.
"We're going to send our coach
there and our players and hopefully
we'll come away with some knowledge and be ready to go for next

Call the
Disability
Services
Tape Center
873-3084
j

Read copies of The Guardian onto audio
tapes for the visually impaired.

season.
Wheelchair tennis is also a club
that has continued to grow at Wright
State.
Over the weekend, the WheelchairTennis Club participated in the
10th Annual St. Louis Wheelchair
Tennis Classic.
In the women'sC division, Kim
Martin, the only female participant
for the wheelchair tennis club, took
first place honors in singles.
For the men of the club, made up
of some of the members of the WSU

men's wheelchair basketball team,
club-president Todd Cox, John
Gould, Shep Terhunc, Larry Miller
and Ed Curtis.
In the A division. Cox, the only
club member in the A division,
coupled with Rick Benevidcs, a
member of a Chicago wheelchair
tennis club, finished second in the
doubles competition.
In B division, John Gould made
it to the semifinals before being
see "Rugby"
continued on page 14

HEALTHCARE AMERICA
A Forum Presented By:

The Economics Club
Thursday, May 20,1993
2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
University Center Cafeteria Extension
Reception Following
Featuring Speakers From:
OHIO CITIZEN ACTION
MONTGOMERY COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
WESTERN OHIO HEALTHCARE
WSU ECONOMICS FACULTY
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Win highlights memorable season

K M *

By BILL RYAN
Special Writer
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Not many teams have muscled past Wright State
lacrosse as the team has posted a 6-2 record.

With two games remaining the
Wright State Lacrosse team is completing one of their most successful
seasons ever.
With the defeat of the Toledo
Rockets, 15-10. the Raiders'rantheir
record to 6-2.
"Toledo is probably the toughest opponent wc have played this
season," said defensiveman Mike
Poeppclmcicr. "It is probably the
first time we've beaten the Toledo
club twice in the same season."
According to Poeppclmcicr,
Wright State and Toledo have always had respect for each other and
have developed a very good friendship. The two teams have gotten
together to talk about playing over
the summer in a tournament in
Michigan.
"Wc would take the best players
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SHARON

most memorable. Poeppelmciersaid
afirstthis year was an indoor match
with the U.D. Flyers. The game was
held before the Dayton Dynamo and
Detroit Rockcrs indoor socccrgamc.
"It was a lot of fun, and it was a
great game. It wasn't decided until
thefinal10 seconds," Pocppelmcicr
said. Wright State won the match
10-9.
"Wc hope to have another indoor match in the fall, with the possibility of a four to six-team tournament which would be great for our
team." he said.
Oncsubject Poppelmeiersccsas
a problem for the club is the lack of
University support for the team.
"It would be great for the club to
go toa varsity level sport, but I don't
think it will happen anytime soon. It
would mean the loss of a couple of
players and stricter rules but it would
be a goal of ours." Poeppclmcicr
said.
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STONE BALDWIN BERENGER
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For selling cars,
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events, turn to The
Guardian
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from the two teams and try to have a
lot of fun," Poeppclmcicr said.
May 23 the Raiders will play
their final home game against the
Bearcats of Cincinnati on the lacrossefieldbehind Wright Stadium.
"We just want to get people
aware of the game of Lacrosse ,"
Poeppclmcicr said. "As much as wc
play and the more people watch, wc
get nothing but good vibrations from
the crowd."
This will be the second time the
Raiders have played the Bearcats.
The first game was a breeze for
WrightStatcasthcywon 12-1.They
second time the team's met was at
the Toledo Invitational in April. The
game was a little closer but WSU
pulled away with a win.
"There will be a lot of emotion
for this game, the team will really be
pumped up," Pocppelmcicr said.
This year, several games have
marked the season ason of the team's
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FRIDA
K S DURING
SUMMER
STARTING
MA Y 14-TH!!!!!!!!!!!
O N E o r T H E B E S T C L U B S IN T O W N F O R L I V E
COLLEGE ROCK N O W FEATURES:
AN OPEN-AIR
PA T/O
L.IVE MUSIC
10.00PM
- 2:00AM
AN AL-L.-NE:W
POOD
MENUHUU

LOOKING FOR A N E W SCENE?

C H E C K O U T TIMOTHY'S

T H I S S U M M E R !!!!

2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy Next to Chi-Chi's
427-3338

Graduation Announcements
10 pack Embossed
95
Caps & Gowns
Bachelors
(includes tassle & collar) i p l O . / O

Masters & Doctors $ 0 0 n r
(includes tassle & hood)
We also stock Great Graduation Gifts - Cross
Pens, Picture Frames, Wright State Clothing,
Mugs & Keepsakes.

SLIVER

Paramounl Pictures,™*. Robert Evans,*™ Sharon Slone
Wiliam Baldwin Tom Beren^er SLIVER Martin Landau
Howard Shore ^STim Sexton ^William J. Macdonald
i Richard Francis-Bruce t£Paul Sylbert £ Vilmos Zsipnond.uc
Howard H. Koch, Jr. ud Joe Eszterhas
Ira Levin
"""t Joe Eszterhas "^Robert Evans Phillip Noyce ...
\ Parair,,. jnl ( oinmumralion- l omp*m j f l

SHOWCASE CINEMAS

SHOWCASE CINE MAS

HUBER HEIGHTS CROSS POINTE OAYTONMALL
7737 WAY* TOWN BlVD
236-1136

j|

CENTERVH.LE. OHIO

434-0144

ROUTE 725

433-3200

BEAVERCREEK7 1 SALEM MALL 4
1274 N. FAIRFIELD RD
837-3306
426-2043

t

Rugby

Concert for WSU athletics

Toitrnex fh'hts C P

Meeting for new runnel

At the National Wheek I
letic Asstviaiion Regional
at Ohio Stale members of
)i x>ked toqu.il11y tor the n.it
be held in Boston in July
Members that compe
eluded club president M«i
Paul Dietrich, Keith Cat

( incinnati Redsgame lor first place.
a "Sub Party" (or second plate and
coupon books lor third place. Iherc
is a S100 entry lee lor each team. It
will benefit U.C'.P. For information
call Man Heiserat 222-2113

Not getting a new

100m. 200m,
and the 800m
at the NWAA Regional Games.
Andy Krieger, WSl' men's
wheelchair basketball coach and
advisor for some of the adapted athletic clubs, sees a positive future for
the adapted programs.
"We have a diverse program
here." he said. "If you want to do
more than just play wheelchair basketball, say like tennis, track, soliball, downhill skiing. etc.. then this

Golfers
swing
tourney

Here's the next best thing:
m. to lake
ipionship.
UN! was

from Ford Motor Company
2-

Let's face it not many students can count on a new car for a graduation present, But you can count on the Ford and Mercury
College Graduate Purchase Program for some help. With it. there's no down payment on eligible new Ford and Mercury vehi• cles if you qualify and finance through Ford Credit. You may even get the benefit of a deferred 1st payment fin states where
allowed). You'll also get a $400 cash incentiveregardlessof whether you buy or lease. You can opt to
use it toward your purchase or lease, or just keep the cash.
l
You may qualify for the program if you earn a bachelor or advanced degree between January 1,1993 and
December 31.1993. or are a graduate student enrolled during the same period.

^ FORD
Simply visit your local Ford or Mercury dealership or caH 1-800-321-1536 for more information.
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COMICS & GAMES

CLASSIFIEDS

Q AUTOMOTIVE

1

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED 69 Mercedes
$200. 86 VW $50, 87 Mercedes $100.65
Mustang $50. Choose from thousands
starting at $50 FREE lnformation-24 Hour
Hotline. 801-379-2920

m

GENERAL

HOLIDAY INN - Get a jump on summer1
Many |Ob openings are available now1 We
are looking for hardworking and customer
oriented individuals to be: Room Attendants

ently has vacancies for
^sponstalities
- with all aspects ot
:ng salary $ ' 5 $20^r
onth increases

FOR SALE boys Soars txke frame, and
embroidery hoop $10 each. Call Karen at
294-2379 and leave a message
T h e i 993 GevRori Journal is now
for Wright State students and faculty to
purchase. The journal, created by the
Department of Communication, contains
research and thought pieces on current
topics. The journal is available in Mllett hall,
Rm 475. For more information call 873-2171.

Wanted Church Nursery Care, Sunday
mornings and evenings, 3 1/2 hours, paid
hourly rate, call Pasto- Ron Justice,
Wnghtview Church of the Naza-ene 878
1422

Q

HELP WANTED

ExcaMnt Extra tncom# Now! Envelope
Stuffing - - $600 • $800 every week • Free
Details: SASE to International Inc.. 1356
Avenue, Brooklyn. New York
Coney- Island
I
11230

ALASKA S0HHER EMPLOYMENT -

fisheries. Earn up to $600«A*eek in
canneries or $4.000••/month on fishing boats.
Free transportation! Room & Boardi Male or
Female, tor employment program call 1-206545-4155 ext. A5570.
Th* CNckary - Dayton's orty cTKrobreweryT
restuarant has immectate openings tor
Mrvars, bartarxtors, Una cook*,
dlahwaahar*. Call 439-9100 or apply at *53
St 725. Just east of the Dayton Mai EOE.

CEUSESmPSNOWHIRWC E*nuprcT"
$2.000Wmonth .world travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, ett.) Holiday,
Summer and C a r e * employment available
Noe experience necessary. For employment
program call 1 -206-634-0468 ext. C557C

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT - Make

money teaching basic conversanonal English
abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Make up to
$2,00044,000* per month. Many provide
room and board • other benefits! No
required. For International Employment
program, cail Interna tonal Employment
Group: (206) 632-1146 ext. J5570.
Double Day's is hinng servers,IFnecooki,~
prepax>ks. Apply between 2-4 at 199 AlexBeli Rd, in Cross Pwnte Center. No Phone
Callsli

Crossword

Servers, Banquet Set up, Bart„
CocktP r " ' v » r s Apply in person at the
Holid
'oss from WSU]

habiHa:
indude
daily living v
with guar ante

CAMERA FOR SALE Mroha Maxxum
9000, motordnve. 2 Bashes, flashgnp, 28-80
and 75-20012.8 lenses. $1700 worth - sen
separately (total $1000) or all for $899 Tony
435-9815 or 873-2505.

House tor rent. University of Dayton Ghetto.
304 Scnemill. Available tor summer and
1993-1994 school year Up to 5 people Call
426-9646
Attn: Parents - Condo for sale - $69,900 2
large bdrms. appliances, attached gar. dose
to WSU. Mint condition. For showing call
(513) 698 5014.
House tor Rent. Fully furnished, Washer/
Dryer. Newly Remodelled, Basketball Court,
Off Street Parking. 4 1/2 bedrooms, very
affordable. Must see Call 890-7846.
Your Own Room! Available in a mo
Awesome house, fenced backyard, fireplace,
2 car garage: All tor $175tUtils 5min. to
WSU. It's Home, call Steve 754-0500

!»0 Thank

25 Salary

Fnaod Fr
FtatfMh
Aiptnloni
Stuff

39 Haap
40 Com

3 Cftfttlnl
4 Supposed
5 Paftofmacs

Word Jumble
U n v n m M r th«M four words,
1ftIrr l o t i c k t q u i r r , to f o r m
four ordinary w o r d t .

I TAREF

I

" '

I/
'//

UTtrfVs

«t»»l T t * W U K J

A BETTER RESUME - Do you know how to
market yourself? How to get several
interviews? How to negotiate the best
salary? I DO! As a Former Personnel
Manager 111 coach you in all these and a lot
more. Plus, I I write a very professional
resume and cover letter for you. Free
interview. Student discount (bnng this ad).
Steve Coleman. 278-3242.

Media S e ' v c o s

10 FaatMty
14 Comic
girl
47 M
15 T*antparant 44 P a t e n t .
16 Ancient
custody
«9

SERVICES

Heading tor Europe this sun
anytime for only $169 from East Coast. $229
from the Midwest (when available) with
AIRHITCH! (reported in Lefs Go'and New
York Times ) Airtiiich *212-864-2000.

£ ?993 Ir,&one

6 Spartla
Conduct

32
35
M
3/

RENT/ HOME

@
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W

WITH ALL THAT
ACTIVITY 6 0 I N & ON,
THE JAIL'nOVSE WAS
REALLY THIS!
,

n

11 1

DOB HUNTERS fTTITilvelhbusancjs oF~
addresses! At least 40 addresses of potential
employers in Ohio alone (more depending on
your major). Thousands nanonwide. You set
theprice1 Let me help you find a job Call
Jerry at 427-0939. Leave message

Knock
it off

l

Now arange the circled letters to
form the surprise answer, as suggested by the above cartoon.

Print answer hero:

This is Mrs. Coyle, Charlie. You'll be
filling in for her while she takes three
weeks off to have a nervous breakdown."
TrlviaTreat

In T h e Biz

' NAME THE ACTOR

NHOSe =ATH£R
AHDGEANPFATHER
m RCYAU
CAHAPlAN
W0UNT&D
6 ("DIKE?

raws
tel

LUC1 B.nOefiS *CCCWPUSH£D

mi'femEfif&T'M IBU?

THE FIRST AiL-COlOR TALKING
WCTCN PICTURE OPENED IN
NEW "0RR CrlV ON AW/ 20,1937

-mini'.

Holds
260 CDs

Holds^H|

-

. Ilfs
/ >•*

*

1 Q

-

$59"

9 9

1_
Ka r t • r i n g c a m

4 2 6 - 1 4 0 1 m 2 9 3 - 7 5 5 5

C o r n a r a at m a Mail

4 3 3 - 3 4 7 2

Puzzle A n s w e r s
Word Jumble
AFTER - N A I V E
OMELET - MODEST
With all this activity going on,
the j a i l h o u s e w a ^ really fheis

THANKS FOR
RECYCLING

O
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News

Task Force opens eyes to discrimination
By BECKY RUEF
Assistant News Editor
Recently a women's stuc.
out slating male professors,.
ate professors, assistant profess
and instructors are paid more than
female professors, associate professors, assistant professors and
instructors.
A task force was established to
analyze the situation and offer suggestions to solve this problem.
"Basically the administration
has been very positive in its response to the report and the task
forcc met with Vice-President
(Williard) Hutzel ... Dr. Hutzel
approved or supported all of the
recommendations of the task force
that fell in his jurisdiction," said
Dr. Mary Beth Pringlc, chair of the

in the academy at
Wright State.
Hutzel is assoiatevice president
ior Academic Afairsand University
Outreach, and an
associate professor
of political science.
The task force
recommendations
include:
•A program with a minor and
certificate in Women's Studies offered through the college of liberal
arts and with its dircctcr housed in
the college
•AWomen'sCcntcrasanidcn

**
ssentially all signs are that everyJOJ thing is moving as it should and
that the administration has been very
responsive"
— Dr. Mary Beth Pringle
ICS Board to oversee the acuviucs
of the Center
Pringle said, 'The minor is for
students who arc already on cam
pus pursuing whatever kind of
major that they want to pursue and
who have said to themselves
rcally like to know what in the
world is goingon with women and
how women fit it to all of this that
I am studying.

The ceruficatc is for peopl
ho may already have a
degree or p. oplc
who are not interested in getLing a degree, or
simply

wanuocomeon
campusandtakc

courses

women s studies,' added Pringlc.
According to Pringle, the task
forcc was very cncouragcd by
Hut/.cl s actions
According to Pringle
Women s Studies Board will in
dude faculty women, staff, sludents and people in the commu-

Schlaghcck is looking for a director
of the Center for Women and the
academic part of the women's studies program.
Pringlc added that the task forcc
hopes to have this program with the
minor in women's studies and certificate underway by this fall.
"Meanwhile, the Center for
Women is open noon tofivedaily...
we hope to keep it open during the
summer at least half time," she said.
According to Pringle, the ccntcr
— located in 060 Rikc Hall — is
having weekly bag lunches, special
programs in arts, a program on sexual
harassment, a program on mentoring, a program on witchcraft and

Pringlc said recently search
commiucc chaired by Dr. Donna
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